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2 CLEMENS BERGER AND JOHANNES HUEBSCHMANN

Introduction

Let K be a simplieial grOUpj its realization I!(I is a topologieal group suitably
interpreted when K is not eountable. The W -eonstruction W!< -+ HIK yields
a functorial universal simplieial principal !<-bundle, and the classifying bundle
eonstruction EI!(I -+ BI!(1 of its geometrie realization J!(I yields a functorial
universal principal 1]( 1-bundle. The realization of the VV -construction also yields
30 universal prineipal IKI-bundle IW!(I -+ IW!(I. In this note we identity the
two constructions. A cryptic renlark about the possible coincidence of the two
constructions may be found in the introduction to Steenrod's paper [24] but to our
knowledge this has never been made explicit in the literature.

Spaces are assumed cOlnpaetly generated, and all constructions on spaces are
assllmed carried out in the cOlupactly generated category. It is in this sense that
thc realization 1](1 is always a topologieal group; in general, the luultiplication
map will be continuous only in the conlpactly generated refinement of the prodllet
topology on 1](1 x IKI. For countable !(, there is no difference, though. Here is our
lnain result.

Theorenl. There is a canonical I](l-equivariant homeomorphism between IvV](1 and
EI!(l which is natural in !( and hence induces a natural homeomorphism between

IW](I and BI]<I.

The map from 1W !(I to EI!( I could be viewed as a kind of perturbed geometrie
Alexander-Whitney lnap while the lnap in the other direetion is 30 kind of perturbed
geolnetric shufHe map but this analogy should not be taken too far.

The classifying space Bll(1 is the realization of the nerve N!( of !( as a bisimplicial
set. The latter is hOlneomorphic to the realization of its diagonal DN]( since this
is known to be true for an arbitrary bisimplieial set [19]. The diagonal DN!(, in
turn, does not coincide with the reduced W-construction W]<, though, but after
realization the two are homeomorphic. We shall spell out the precise relationships
in Section 4 below.

Eilenberg-Mac Lane introduced the bar and W-constructions in [6] and showed
that, for any (connected) sinlplieial algebra A, there is a "reduction" of the
realization lViIAl of the reduced W-construetion of A onto the (reduced normalized)
bar construction BIAj of the normalizeel ehain algebra lAI of A and raised the question
whether this redllction is in fact part of a contraction. By lneans of hOlnological
perturbation theory, in his "Diplolnarbeit" [25] supervised by the second named
author, Wong answered this question by establishing such a contraction. His lnap
from IW AI to BIAI is a kind of perturbed Alexander-Whitney map while his map
in the other direetion is a kind of perturbecl shufHe map. Wong's basic tool is the
"perturbation lemma"; see [8] for detajls and history.

Dur result, apart from being interesting in its own right, provides a step towards
a rigorous understanding of lattice gauge theory. See [9], [10] for details. At this
stage, we only spell out the following consequence, relevant for what is said in
[ibidem].

Corollary. For a reduced simplicial set Y, there is a canonical map from its
realizatioll IY I to the classifying space BI!(y J 0 f the realization 0 f its K an group K y

[11] which is natuml in Y and a homotopy equivalence.
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It would be interesting to extend the results of the present paper to siruplicial
groupoids, so that a result of the kind given in the Corollary would follow for an
arbitrary connected sinlplicial set, with the I(an group replaced by the Kan groupoid
[5]. Vve hope to....r·eturn to this issue elsewhere.

1. The classifying space of a topological group

Let C be a topological group. Hs nertJe N C [2], [3], [20] is the simplicial space
having in degree k ~ 0 the constituent !'-lG k = GXk, with the standard simplicial
operations. The usual lean realization BG = INGI of NG is a classifying space for
C, cf. [12], [20], [23]; there is an analoguous construction of contractible total space
EG together with a free G-action and projection ~ onto BG, anel this projection is
locally trivial provieled (G, e) is a NDR (neighborhood deforIl1ation retract) [24]. We
note, for corupleteness, that the /at realization llNG11 yields MILNOR'S classifying
space [15], and the projection from the corresponding total space to I1 N G 11 is always
locally trivial whether or not (C, e) is a NDR. Below (C, e) will always be CW-pair
and hence a NDR, cf. e. g. the discussion in the appendix to [21], and we shall
exclusively deal with the lean realization BG = INGI. To reproduce a description
thereof, and to introduce notation, write ~ for the category of finite ordered sets
[q] = (0,1, ... ,q), q ~ 0, and monotone maps. We recall the standard co/ace and
codegeneracy operators

cj : [q - 1] ----t [q],

ryj: [q + 1] ----t [q],

(0,1, ,j - 1,j, ,q - 1) ~ (0,1, ,j - 1,j + 1, ... ,q),

(0,1, ,j - 1,j, ,q + 1) ~ (0,1, ,j,j, ... , q),

respectively. As usual, for a simplicial object, the corresponding face and degeneracy
operators will be writ ten dj and S j. The assignruent to [q] of the standard simplex
V[q] = ~q yields a cosimplicial space V'; here we wish to distinguish clearly in
notation between the cosimplicial space V' and the category ~. The lean geornetric
realization INGI is the coend NG 0~ V', cf. e. g. {13] for details on this notion.
Exploiting this observation, Mac Lane observed in [12] that INGI coincides with the
classifying space for G constructed by Stasheff [22] and Milgram [14]; see also Section
1 of Stasheff's survey paper [23] and Segal's paper [20]. Mac Lane actually worked
with a variant of the category .6. which enabled rum to handle simultaneously the
total space EG and the base BG. Steenrod [24] has given a recursive description
of INGI which we shall subs~que~tly. i.rse. For ease of exposition, following [1], we
reproduce it briefly in somewhat more categorical language.

For aspace X endowed with aG-action 4>: X x G ---+ X we write 1] = 1}~: X ---+ X x G
for the unit given by 1} ( x) = (x, e). For an arbi trary space Y, right translation of
Ginduces an obvious free C-action p on Y x G. In categorical language [13], thc
functor x G and natural transfonnations f.l and 1] constitute a monad (x G, f.l, 1]) and
aG-action on aspace X is an algebra structure on X over this rllonad. Sometimes
we shall refer to an action of a topological group on aspace as a geometrie action.

Let D be any space and E a subspace endowed with aG-action 4>: E x G ---+ E;
the inclusion of E into D is written ß. Recall that the enlargement D '2 D of the
G-action is characterized by the property: if Y is any G-space, and f any map
from D to Y whose restrietion to E is a G-mapping, then there exists a unique
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G-mapping 7 from D to Y extending f. The space D then fits into a push out
diagram

(1.1 )

ExG

ßxId1
rP ) E

1
D x G ) D

and this provides a construction for D. Moreover, right action of G on D x G
induces an action

(1.2)

of G on D, and the composi te

(1.3)

~: D x G ---+ D

a: D ---+ D

of the unit 7]: D --+ D x G with the 111ap from D x G to D In (1.1) embeds D
into D. vVhen D is based and E is a based subspace, the products E x G and
D x G inherit an obvious base point, and the square (1.1) is one in the category of
based spaces whence, in particular, the enlargement D inherits a base point. This
notion of enlargement of G-action is functorial in the appropriate sense. See [24]
für details. This kind of universal construction is available whenever one is given
an algebra structure over a monad preserving push out diagrams.

The unit interval I = [0, 1] is a topological monoid under ordinary multiplication
having 1 as its unit, and hence we can talk about an I-action X x I --+ X on a
space X. Such an I-action is plainly a special kind of homotopy which, for t = 1,
is the identity. In the above categorical spirit, the interval I gives rise to a monad
( x I, J-L, 1]) and an I -action on aspace X is an algebra structure on ..-Y over this
111onad.

The base point of I is defined to be 0. Following [24], for a based space (X, x 0 ) ,

we shall refer to an I -action 7/;: X X I --+ X as a contraction of X (to the base point
Xc E X) provided 7/; sends the base point (xo,O) üf X X I to Xc and factors through
the reduced cone or smash product

CX = X AI = X X I/(X X {O} U {xc} X I)

that IS to say,
7/;(x,O) = Xc = 'IjJ(xo, t)

for all X E X, t E Ij the reduced cone will be endowed with the obvious base point,
the image of X X {O} U {xo} x I in CX. Whenever we say "contraction", we mean
"contraction to a pre-assigned base point". Abusing notation, the corresponding
lllap fror11 CX to ..-Y will as well be denoted by 7/; and referred tü as a contraction.
Moreover we write 1] = 1]~ für the map, the corresponding unit, which ernbeds X
into CX by sending a point x of X to (x,1) E CX. The right action of I on
X x I induces a contraction J1~: CCX --+ CX of CX. Again we can express this in
categorical language: the functor C anel natural transformations fl and 7] constitute
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a monad and a contraction of a based space X is an algebra structure on X over
this monad. SonletiInes we shall refer to a contraction of aspace as a geometrie
contraction.

Let (E, xo) be any based space and (D, xo) a based snbspace endowed with a
contraction 1/;; CD ---+ D; the inclusion of D into E is written 0'. The enlargement
(E, xo) 2 (E, xo) of the contraction is characterized by the property: if f is any map
from E to aspace Y having a contraction to some point Yo whose restriction to D
is an I-I11apping, then there exists a unique I-mapping 7 fronl E to Y extending
f. The space Ethen fits into a push out diagram

CD ljJ) D

(1.4) COi 1
CE ) E

which provides a construction for E. Morcover, the composite

(1.5) ß:E -+ E

of the unit 7]: E ---+ CE with the Inap frOI11 CE to E in (1.4) embeds E into E and
the right action of I on E x I induces a contraction of CE which, in turn, induces
a contraction

(1.6) 'lj;:CE -t E

'~

of E. This notion of eniargelnent of contraction IS functorial in the appropriate
sense. See [24] for details.

Alternating the above constructions, In [24], Steenrod defines based spaces and
injections of based spaces

(1.7) D 00 E ßo D o. ßn-l D an E ßn D On+lo~ 0 --r I ~ ... -------t n ~ n ~ n+l~ ...

by induction on n together with contractions 'l/Ju: CDu ---+ Du (Steenrod writes these
contractions as I-actions Dn x I ---+ Du) and C-actions 1Jn: E n x C ---+ Eu in the
following way: Let D o consist of the single point e with the obvious contraction.
Let Eo = C, the right action being right translation. Now define (D I , e) to be the
enlargement to (Eo, e), (Eo, e), of the contraction of (Do, e); then D 1 is just the
reduced cone on Eo. Define EI to be the enlargement to Dt, Dt, of the C-action
on Eo. In general, D n is the enlargement to (En - 1 , e), (E n - 1 , e), of the contraction
'l/Jn-l of (D n - 1 , e) so that Du fits into a push out square

CDn - 1
!/Jn-l

Dn - I)

(1.8) Gon-·1 1

CEn - 1 D n ;

the requisite injection ßn-l: E n - 1 ---+ D n is the 111ap denoted above by ß, cf. (1.5);
and the requisite contraction 'l/Jn: CDn -t Dn of (D n , e) 01', equivalently, I-action
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'ljJ n : D n X ] --+ D n , is the map denoted above by ?jJ, cf. (1.6). Likewise, E n is the
enlargement to D n , D n , of the G-action 4>n-l on E n - 1 , so that E n fits into a push
out square

E n - 1 x G
tPn-l

E n - 1

(1.9) ßn-l xId1 1
D n x G E n ;

the requisite G-acti~ </>n: E n x G --+ E n und injection an: D n -t E n are the action
denoted above by 4>, cf. (1.2), and the map denoted above by 0', cf. (1.3),
respectively. The union

00 00

Ea = UE n = UD n ,

n=O n=O

endowed with the weak topology, inherits aG-action </>: EG x G --). EG and eontraetion
'ljJ: CEG --). EG from the epn 's and 7/Jn 's, respeetively. The G-aetion is free, and thc
orbit spaee B G = EG / G equals the lean geonletrie realization INGI of the nerve of
G. This is Stecnrod's result in [24].

2. The recursive description of the 1V-construction

Let now !( be a simplieial group. Let e denote the trivial silnplieial group viewed
at the same tilne as the simplicial point. For a simplicial set X endowed with a
!(-action </>: X X I( --). X we write 1} = 1}~: ..3C --). X X I( for the unit of the action; in
each degree, it is giYen by 1]( x) = (x, e). Giyen an arbitrary simplicial set Y, right
translation of ]( induces an obvious action fl of I{ on Y x K. Much as before, in
categorical language, the functor xii and natural transformations fl and 1] eonstitute
a monad (x K, J-l, 1}) in the category of simplicial sets and a !(-action on a sinlplicial
set X is an algebra structure on X over this lnonad. Moreover realization preserves
monad and algebra structures. In other words: the realization of a K -action
ep: X x K --). X on a siInplicial set X is a geometrie action 14>1: lXI x IKI --). lXI in
the usual sense. Notice this involves the standard hOlneolnorphislll [16] between tbe
realization IX x I( I of the sin1plicial set X x I( and the produet IX I x II( I of the
realizations (with the compactly generated topology). The homeomorphism between
IX x 1(1 and lXI x 11(1 is of. course natural and relies on the fact that, for an
arbitrary bisin1plicial set, the realization of the diagonal is h01l1eomorphic to the
realization as a bisimplicial set, cf. (19) (Len1ma on p. 86). Note, however, that
the product lXI x 11(1 yields a realization of X x K only after subdivision of the
product CW-decoillposition of lXI x 11(1, cf. [18] (Satz 5 p. 388).

Recall that in the category of sin1plicial sets there are two natural (reduced)
cone constructions. The first one is defined by the simplicial smash product with
the standard simplicial model t1[1] of the unit interval. We shall say more about
this in Section 4 below. The recursive description of the W -construction crucially
involves the second somewhat more economical cone construction which relies on
the observation that an (n + 1)-simplex serves as a cone on an n-silnplex. We
reproduce this cone construction briefly; it differs from the one given in [4] (p. 113)
by the order of face and degeneraey operators; our convention is forced here by
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our description of the W-construction with structure group acting from the right,
cf. what is said in (2.6) below.

Let X be a simplicial set. For j 2: 0, we shall need countably many disjoint
copies of each X j which we describe in the following way: For j .2: 0, consider the
cartesian product Xj x N with thc natural numbers N. Let 0 be a point which
we formally assign dimension -1 and, given i E N, write X-I (i) = {(o, i)} so that
each X-di) consists of a single elenlent; next, for j 2: 0, let Xj(i) = Xj x {i}. The

unreduced si7nplicial cone CX on X is given by

(CX)n = Xn(O) U'" U Xo(n) U X_I(n + 1), n 2:: 0,

wi th face and degeneracy operators giyen by the formulas

{
(d'x i)

d "(x i) = ),
), (x,i-l)

S '(x i = { (SjX, i)
) ,) (x,i+l)

j::;n-i

j > n - i

j::;n-i

j > n - i

Notice that In these formulas n - i = dirn x; in particular,

dj(o, n + 1) = (0, n), Sj(o, n) = (0, n +1), o::; j ::; n.

Let now (X, *) be a based simplicial set. The unreduced siluplicial cone" C{*} of
thc silnplicial point {*} is the siIllplicial interval, and the reduced simplicial cone

CX is siluply the quotient
C~y = CX/C{*}.

For each n 2:: 0, its constituent (CX)n arises from the union Xn(O) U ... U Xo(n) by
identifying all (*, i) to a single point written *, the base point of CX. The non
degenerate süuplices of CX different from the base point look like (x,O) and (x,l)
where x runs through non-degenerate simplices of X. We write 1] = 1]c;: X --+ CX
for the unit induced by the assignluent to x E X n of (x,O) E Xn(O). A (simplicial)
contraction is, then, a 1110rphislll 7/;: CX --+ X of based sünplicial sets satisfying

1/J 01]= Idx.

The cone CX itself admits the obvious contraction

/-l = J-l~: CCX --+ CX, ((x, i),j) M (x, i + j).

A contraction 1.jJ is called conicaI provided

7/; 0 C7/; = 7/; 0 J-l.

The contraction l.l~ of CX is conical; in categorical terms, the tripIe (C, J.l, 1]) is a
monad in the category of simplicials sets, and a conical contraction is an algebra
structure in the category of SiUlplicials sets over this Iuonad.
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In [1], the first named author observed that the W-construction admits a recursive
description of formally the salne kind as (1.7) above, except that it is carried out
in the category of basecl simplicial sets: Define based simplicial sets and injections
of based simplicial sets

(2.1) D 0'0 E ßo D 01 ßn-l D On E ßn D On+1o~ 0 --t 1 ~ . 0 • --t n ~ n......-j. n+l~ ...

by induction on n together with conical contractions VJn: CDn --+ Dn and K-actions
rPn: E n x ]( --+ E n on each E n from the right in the following way: Let Do = e, with
the obvious conical contraction VJo, let Eo = ](, viewed as a based simplicial set in
the obvious way, the right action 4>0 being translation, and let 0'0 be the obvious
morphisln of based simplicial sets froln Do to Eoo For n '2: 1, define (Dn,e) to be
the enlargement to (En - I , e) of the contraction 7./Jn-I: CDn - I --+ D n - I , that is, D n

is characterized by the requirement that the diagraIn

CDn - I
!/Jn-l

D n - I)

(2.2) CO'n- 11 1
CEn - 1 Dn

be a push out square of (based) simplicial sets; the composite of the unit 1] froln
E n - 1 to CEn - 1 with the morphisrn CEn - 1 -+ D n of simplicial sets in (2.2) yields
the requiste injection ßn-l: E n - 1 --+ Dn , and the contraction 7./Jn-l and the conical
contraction of CEn - 1 induce a conical contraction 7./Jn: CDn -+ Dn . Likewise, E n is
the enlargement to D n of the K -action c/>n-l on En-I, that is, E n is characterized
by a push out square of based siInplicial sets of the kind

(2.3)

E l ~ rPn-l E
n-] X \. ) n-l

ßn-l xld1 1
D n x ]( E n ;

the requisite !(-action 4>n: En x]( -+ En is induced by 4>n -1 anel the 0 bvious !(-action
on D n x K, anel the requisite injection an: D n --+ E n is thc composite of the unit
with the morphism Dn X !( -+ En of simplicial sets in (2.3). The lilnit

W!( = lilnEn = limDn
~ -+

inherits a !(-action c/>: W!( x !( --+ W]( and conical contraction 7./J: CW]{ --+ W](
fronl the 4>n 's aIld 7./Jn 's, respectively. The ](-action is free, and the projection map
to the quotient W K = W]( /]( yields the universal simplicial !(-bundle

W]( -+ W](

01' W-construction of K, cf. (1], with action of ]( from the right.
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For intelligibility, we explain some of the requisite details: A straightforward
induction establishes the following descriptions of the simplicial sets D k and E k :

(Dk)n = {(io, ko, i I , k I , ... ,kl-I, ie) I °~ I!. ~ k, i tl ~ 0,

17. = io + ... + ie, k tl E ](io+---+i" 0 ~ S < e} / "",

(Ek)n = {(io, ko, iI, kI, ... , ke- I , ie) I 0 ~ I!. ~ k, i s ~ 0,

n = io + ... + ie, k~ E ]Co+...+i" 0 ~ S ~ e} / "",

where

(... ,is,e,is+I ,"') "" (... ,is +i~+l, ... ), (... ,k~,O,ks+l,... ) "" (... ,ksks+I, ... ).

Thus, for n ~ 0,

(vV]()n = {(kjokj! ... kit I 0 ~ ja < ... < jt = n and

kj, E ](j, \ej" °~ S < e, k j , E Kj,}.

Fronl this, adding the requisite neutral elements wherever appropriate, we deduce
the following more common explicit elescription: For n ~ 0,

(W]()n = ](0 x ... x ](n,

with face and degeneracy operators given by the formulas

do(xo, ... ,xn ) = (dOXI, ,dox n )

(2.4) dj(xo"", Xn) = (XO, , Xj-2, Xj-l djXj, djXj+ll'" , djx n), 1 ~ j ~ n

Sj(xo, ... , Xn) = (xo, ,Xj-l, e, SjXj, SjXj+I, ... , SjX n), °~ j ~ n;

further, (W]()o = {e} and, for n ~ 1

(W]{)n = ](0 x ... x K n- I ,

with face anel elegeneracy operators given by the formulas

do(xo, ,Xn-I) = (dOXl, ,dOXn-l),

dj(xo, , Xn-I) = (XO, , Xj-2, Xj-l djXj,djXj+l, ... , djXn-l),

1 ~ j ~ n - 1,

(2.5) dn(xo, . .. ,Xn-I) = (xo, ... ,Xn -2),

so(e) = e E ](0,

Sj(xo, ... ,Xn-I) = (xo, ... , Xj-I, e, SjXj, SjXj+I"", SjXn-l),

°~ j ~ n.

REMARI< 2.6. Here preferred treatment is given to the last face operator, as is
done in [7] and [11]. This turns out to be the appropriate thing to do for principal
bundles with structure group acting on the total space from the right anel simplifies
comparison with the bar construction. See for example what is said on p. 75 of [7].
The fornlulas (2.4) and (2.5) arise fron1 those given in (A.14) of (7] for a simplicial
algebra by the obvious translation to the corresponding formulas for a silnplicial
monoidj they differ from those in [4] (pp. 136 and 161) where the constructions
are carried out with structure group acting froIll the left.
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3. The proof of the Theorenl

The realization of a eonical eontraetion 'lj;: CX --+ ); of a based simplicial set (X, xo)
is a geometrie eontraction )4'1: GIXI --+ )X) in the sense reproduced in Section 1
above. In fact, the association

(Ixl(to, ... , in), t) f-t (I(x, l)l(tto, ... , tt n ,l - t), X E X n , 11, ~ 0,

yielcls a homeOlll0rphisin from the reduced cone CIXI on the realization IX! to
the realization ICXl of the cone and, furthernl0re, the realizations of the unit 7]

anel C-algebra structure J.-l~: CCX --+ CX yield the geolnetrie unit lXI --+ CIXI and
geolnetric C-algebra strueture J.-l&I: CCIXI--+ CIXI, that is, the realization preserves
monad- and C-algebra structures.

The proof of the Theoreln is now mercly an elaboration of the observation that
the realization functor I· I carries an action of a simplicial group to a geometrie
action of its realization, preserves reduced cones and, having a right adjoint (the
singular eomplex flU1e tor), also preserves eolinlits. In fact, denote the corresponding
sequence (1.7) of based topologieal spaces for the realization 11(1 by

(3.1) D I}·'" I 0011{ E IR'" I ßolI<1 onlNI E 11·"1 ßnjI<1 D I}·'" I on+llI<lo \. ) 0 ~ ... ----+) n \. ) n+ 1 \. > •••

and, likewise, write

(3.2) D R'" 001'.." E}?' ßoI< O'nl{ E 1'" ßn K D K Cl n +ll{o ----=---+ 0 \.~ ...~ n \.~ n+l > •.•

for the corresponding sequence (2.1) in the category of based simplicial sets. Real
ization earries the sequence (3.2) to the sequence

(3.3) ID 1 ''''1 laol< lE }?'l IßoI<1o\. ) o\.~ .. ·

of based topological spaees. Now

and the map 0'011(1 = laoI(1 is the canonical inclusion. Let

be the identity mappings. Let n 2:: 1 anel suppose by induction that homeomorphisms

each Pi being II<I-equivariant, have been eonstructed for j < 11" having the following
properties:

(1) The diagrams

Ei-III(l
ßj-ll/fl

Dill(l DiII(1
O'j Il<l

Ei 1/(1) )

(3.4) pj- 11 1Tj Tj1 1pj

IEi-II(1
Ißj- 1 l<l

IDjl(1 IDil(l
lajl<l

IEjI<1) )
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are eommutativej
(2) each Tj identifies the realization l1Pjl<l: ICDjl(l---+ IDjl(1 of the eonieal eon

traetion 1P jl{: GDjK ---+ Djl( of sirnplieial sets with the geometrie eontraetion
1Pj 11(1: CDjll(l ---+ D j Il(lj

(3) eaeh Pj identifies the realization l4>jl(l: I(Ejl() x 1<1 ---+ IEjKI of the sim
plieial li-action cPjl(: (Ejl() x l( --+ Ejl( with the topologieal IKI-action
4>j 11(1: (Ej Il{D x 11(1 --+ Ej 11<1·

Consider the realization of (2.2); it is a push out square of topological spaces.
Hence the maps T 71 -1 and Pn-1 induee a rnap T n from Dnll<1 to ID71l(l, neces
sarily a homeomorphisrn, so that GI T 71 -11, IT 71 -1 I, GI Pn -11 and IT 71 1 yield a horne
omorphism of squares between the realization of (2.2) and (1.8). Moreover,
the homeomorphisrn T n identifies the realization 11P71l{]: 1GDn Kl --+ ]Dnl(] of thc
eonical eontraetion 1Pnl(: GDnl( --+ Dnl( of sirnplicial sets with the eontraction
1Pnll(l: GDnll<1 ---+ Dnll(l. Likewise the rnaps pn-l and Tn induce a map Pn
from Enll(1 to IEnll<l, necessarily a I]{I-equivariant homeomorphism, so that
IPn-1 x ldKI, IP71-1 j, lTn X ldKj and IPnl yield a homeomorphism of squares be
tween the realization of (2.3) and (1.9). NIoreover, the homeomorphism P71
is I](I-equivariant and identifies the realization 14>711(1: I(E 71 ]() x KI ---+ IEnl(1 of
the simplicial li-action 4>711(: (EnK) X l( --+ Enl( with the topological Il(l-action
4>7111(1: (Enll<!) x Il{1 ~ Enll{1. The requisite diagrarns (3.4) for j = n are rnanifestly
commutative. This completes the inductive step.

The limit

IS a jI(j-equivariant homeomorphislnj it identifies the principal 11(I-bundles
Ell(1 -7 Bll(1 and IWl(! -7 IWKI as asserted, is plainly natural in K and, in
particular, induces a natural honleolnorphism froln Bll(1 to IltVKI. This proves the
Theorem.
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4. The other cone construction

As already pointed out, the construction (2.1) can be carried out with the sinlplicial
smash product (.) A ~[1] instead of the reduced cone: The silnplicial interval ~[1]

carries a (unique) structure of a simplicial monoid having (1) as its unit, and hence
we can talk about an action X x ~ [1] -+ X of .6. [1] on a sinlplicial set X; such
an action is a special kind of simplicial homotopy which "ends" at the identity
morphism of X. Thc fact that the naive notion of homotopy of morphisms of
simplicial sets is not an equivalence relation is not of significance here. Much as
before, thc silnplidal interval .6. [1] gives rise to a monacl (x.6. [1] ,p, 1]) in the category
of siInplicial sets and an action of ~[1] on a simplicial set X is an algebra structure
on X over this monac!.

The base point of 6[1] is defined to be (0). For a based simplicial set (X, xo),
we shall refer to an action 'ljJ: .."( x 6[1] -+ X as a ~[l]-contraction of X provided
'ljJ sends the base point (xo,O) of X x 6[1] to Xo and factors through the sirnplicial
smash product

X A ~[1] = X x ~[l]/(X X {O} U {xo} X 6[1]).

The latter is viewed enelowed with the obvious base point, the image of X X {O} U
{xo} x ~[1] in X /\ 6[1]. Abusing notation, the corresponding map from X /\ ~[lJ to
X will as wen be clenoted by 'ljJ and referred to as a 6[1]-contraction. Moreover we

write 1] = 1]~[11 for the luap, thc corresponding unit, which embeds X into X /\ .6.[1]
by sending a simplex x of X to (x,1) E X /\ 6[1]. The right action of .6..[1] on
X x 6[1] induces a .6.[1]-contraction

of X /\~[1]. In categoricallanguage, the functor (·)/\~[1] and natural transformations
J--l anel 1] constitute a monad in the category of simplicial sets, anel a 6[1]-contraction
of a based simplicial set X is an algebra structure on X over this monad.

Formally carrying out the construction (2.1) with the simplicial smash product
(.) /\ .6. [1] instead of the reduced cone yields based simplicial sets and injections of
based siluplicial sets

(4.1)
I pi I pi I pi I

D' ~ E' ~ D' ° 1 n-1 D' ~ E' n D' °n+1o ---------r 0 ~ 1........:.r· •. -.....-r n -------r n ~ n+l ----.:........r ...

together with morphisms 'ljJ~: D~ /\ 6[lJ --+ D~ of shnplicial sets having certain
properties and free ](-actions 4>~: E~ x ]( -+ E~. Hs limit

D = limE~ = limD~
-t -t

inherits a nl0rphism 'ljJ': D /\ 6[1] --+ D of simplicial sets and a free [{-action
4>': D x ]{ -+ D. To explain the significance thereof, recall that the nerve construction
yields a simplicial object

(4.2) ]( --+ EN!( --+ N](

in the category of principal simplicial [{-bundles which is· natural for morphisms of
simplicial groups. Here ENK anel N K inherit structures of bisimplicial sets, one
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fronl the nerve constrllction anel the other one from the simplicial strllcture of ](,
anel the projection from EN]( to N]( is a lllorphism of bisirnplicial sets; further,
for each simplicial degree q 2: 0 corning frorn the nerve constrllction, (4.2) arnounts
to a principal !(-bllndle

K. -+ (EN!().,q -+ (NK).,q

while for each sirnplicial degree p ~ 0 of ]( = {](p} itself, (4.2) cornes down to the
universal sirnplicial principal ](p-bllndle

in particular, each (EN ]()p,. is contractible in the usual sense. The diagonal bundle

J:DEf.lI( -+ DN](

1S manifestly a principal ](-bundle having DEN!( contractible, and we have

DEN]( = limE:1 = limD~1
---+ ---+

as (right) K -set j rnoreover, the above morphisrn 'ljJ f: DEN]< /\~ [1] --+ DENKinduces
a simplicial contraction of DENK.

Theorenl 4.3. There is a canonical I!(I-equivariant homeomorphism between
IDENKI and I}V](I and hence a canonical homeomorphism between IDN ](1 and
I}V](I. These homeomorphisms are natural in I<.

Proof. The classifying space BII(I is the realization of N]< as a bisimplicial set, and
the same kind of remark applies to EI](I and the projection to BI](I. The already
cited fact that, for an arbitrary bisinlplicial set, the realization of the diagonal
is homeomorphic to the realization as a bisimplicial set [19] irnplies the following
statement.

4.4. There is a canonical I](I-equivariant homeomorphism between IDEIV]<I and
EI](I and hence a canonical homeomorphism between IDNKI and BI](I. These
homeomorphisms are natural in ](.

We conclude from this that the statement 0/ the Theorem (in the Introdllction)
is /ormally equivalent to the statement 0/ (4.3). In fact, the Theorem identifies the
realizatiol1 of W-constructiol1 with the realization of the nerve as a bisimplicial set
whereas (4.3) identifies the realization of the VV-construction with the realization of
the diagonal of thc nerve.

REMARK 1. While the statement of (4.4) is obtained for free, the identifications
just mentioned, in turn, are not obtained for free, as we have shown in this paper.

REMARK 2. For a based simplicial set (X, *), the realization lexi of the cone
CX is naturally homeomorphic to the realization IX /\ ~ [1] I of X /\ ~ [1J. In fact, a
suitable subdivision of ICXl yields a realization of X /\ ~[1]. It is tempting trying
to construct a hOlneolllorphisnl between IDEN ]<1 and !W](I in a combinatorial
way by inductively constructing the requisite rllaps between the realizations of the
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constituents of (4.1) and of the corresponding tenns in (2.1) but we diel not succeed
in so doing. The problenl is that the realization of the sinlplicial nl0noid 6,[1] eloes
not yield the geometrie monoid structure on the interval I coming into play in
Section 1 above whence the realization of an action X x 6,[1] ---t X of t\[1] on a
siInplicial set X is not an I -action on the realization of X in thc sense of Section
1. Rather, the realizatiou of the sirnplicial lnonoid structure on 6,[1] yields the
functiou froin I x I to I which sends (a, b) to max(a, b).
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